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The Power of Kindness
It’s been said to “never confuse kindness with weakness.” Kindness often
has a domino effect, building strength and character as it moves from one
person to the next. Here are a few ways you can be the first domino:
» An act of kindness can diffuse
negative emotions; this not only
improves your mood, but it also gives
you a positive change in perspective to
see more good in the world.

» Acts of kindness and positive
interactions within any organization
improve bonding, which can lower
the heart rate and blood pressure and
strengthen the immune system.

» Kindness creates loyalty. Whether
you are dealing with an irate client,
a negative customer, or an irritated
colleague, an act of kindness is often an
unexpected surprise that can help them
step back from the situation and put
things into perspective.

» Acts of kindness and selfless giving
produce endorphins in the brain that
make us feel good—sometimes called a
“helper’s high.”

» People feel greater trust with
someone who is kind and are more likely
to help them in return.
» Kindness is inspirational. For example,
when leaders are self-sacrificing, their
employees are often inspired, feel more
loyal and committed, and often go out
of their way to be helpful and friendly to
other employees.
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» Kindness increases our sense of
fulfillment and joy. It helps us build
resilience, and it’s also a source of
strength, as well as a skill that can aid in
our success.
Kindness is not difficult. It doesn’t require
training, money, or much effort. Be kind
today and see the difference kindness
makes in your life and the lives of those
around you.
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“The longer you wait for
the future, the shorter it
will be.”

“Don’t complain about
things you’re not willing
to change.”

“Difficult roads often lead
to beautiful destinations.
The best is yet to come.”

- LOESJE

- ANONYMOUS

- ZIG ZIGLAR

Space Needle, Seattle, Washington
Seattle’s Space Needle is an observation tower that was built for the 1962
World’s Fair.

Doug Suereth & Scott Gass

Envelopes!
As business owners, we all
know that envelopes are just as
important as the materials we
put into them. If your envelopes
aren’t optimized with an enticing
message or an eye-catching
appearance, what you’ve said
will literally be lost in the trash.
Our creative team is here to help
design an envelope marketing
strategy that will ensure your
envelopes are opened and your
messages are read. Need some
ideas to get your creative juices
flowing? Ask us for promotional
envelope samples today!

Once known as the tallest structure west
of the Mississippi River, the 605-foot-tall
Space Needle features an observation
deck and the SkyCity restaurant, which
rotates 360
degrees in 47
minutes to provide
stunning views.
The Space
Needle’s
architecture is
a unique blend
of designs
by Edward E.
Carlson and John
Graham, Jr. It was
built in less than a year at the cost of
$4.5 million.
During the World’s Fair, nearly 20,000
people per day rode the elevators to the
observation deck. Today, an elevator ride
to the top of the Space Needle typically
takes 41 seconds, and twice that long on
windy days.

A stairway was added as part of the
Pavilion and Spacebase remodel in June
2000. The main stairwell has 848 steps
from the basement to the top of the
observation deck.
In 1999, the Legacy
Light or Skybeam
was revealed,
which is a powerful
beam of light that
shines skyward
from the top of
the Space Needle
to honor special
occasions.
As a major symbol
in the Pacific Northwest, the Space
Needle was designated as a historic
landmark in 1999.
The Space Needle was painted
“Galaxy Gold” for its 50th-anniversary
celebration in 2012, the same color
used when the needle was originally
constructed for the 1962 World’s Fair.

Beat Negative Thinking
Here are a few tips to adjust your attitude when negativity calls:
» Identify the top sources of negativity in your life and how you can avoid them.
For example, if you compare yourself to the “picture-perfect” lives of others on
social media, you may benefit from a break from Facebook.
» Be grateful. Negative thoughts can often cloud the positive things in life. Take
time to remember the ways you are blessed and focus on how lucky you are.
» Bring it into perspective. The next time you experience negativity, ask yourself
if this will matter in five years, or even five weeks from now.
» Spend time with someone you enjoy. Smiling and laughter release endorphins
that not only improve our moods but also diminish stress hormones.
» Sweat it out. Sweating during physical activity increases the level of “feelgood” endorphins that reduce sensitivity to stress, depression, and anxiety.
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Envelopes that Get Opened
Here are some ideas for creative envelopes your audience can’t resist:
» Provide insight into the contents

» Consider an oversized

of your envelope, such as

envelope, which is often the first

including a valuable coupon, how-

thing that gets noticed in a stack

to guide, newsletter, or sample.

of mail.

» Increase urgency by including

» Affix an anniversary seal,

your deadline on the outside

guarantee label, or warranty

of the envelope to encourage

sticker as a simple way to add

readers to act fast to take

credibility.

advantage of your exclusive

» Test different ideas on

discount or promotion.

envelopes and use different
coupon codes to see which gains
the most leads or sales.
If you’re looking to design a
creative envelope that is sure to
get opened, our team would love
to help!

Gutenberg’s Army©

Car Doesn’t Like
Vanilla Ice Cream
Years ago, General Motors
received an unusual complaint that
caught their attention. The letter
stated that the family purchased
a new Pontiac, and every time
they went to get ice cream their
car wouldn’t start if they bought
vanilla. If they got any other flavor,
it started just fine. Pontiac sent
an engineer to check it out, and
he realized that vanilla ice cream
took much less time to serve
than the other flavors. The extra
time needed to get other flavors
allowed the engine to cool down
sufficiently to start, avoiding vapor
lock, which was the problem they
experienced when getting vanilla.

Top Ten

trivia
1. What is the largest living fish?
2. Which country has the world’s
oldest flag design?
3. What is the most common
blood type in humans?

1. Half Baked
2. Cherry Garcia
3. Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
4. Chocolate Fudge Brownie
5. The Tonight Dough
6. Americone Dream
7. Phish Food
8. Chunky Monkey
9. Strawberry Cheesecake
10. Salted Caramel Core

4. What is the largest planet in
our solar system?

1) Whale shark 2) Denmark 3) Type O+ 4) Jupiter
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» The CN Tower in Toronto, Canada,
is completed and is the tallest freestanding structure in the world.
» Apple Computer Company is
formed by Steve Jobs and Steve
Wozniak. The first computer, reports
say, sold for $666.66.

» Sweden’s most profitable
corporation is pop group ABBA.

» NASA introduces the first space
shuttle, the Enterprise.

» VHS VCRs are released.

» IBM invents the first laser printer.
» Fidel Castro becomes the president
of Cuba.

» NBC replaces the peacock logo.

» A postage stamp costs 13 cents.
» Happy Days, Laverne & Shirley, and
M*A*S*H are among the most popular
television shows.
» The film Rocky is released.

As part of our dedication to the
environment, we offer electronic
proofs online to reduce paper waste
and a PDF workflow to reduce
production time.

The year was 1976.

» CB radio becomes very popular.

Follow us on Facebook

